
Superior protection for you...
Comforting to your patients

The Sentinel XL™ HP
BioShield™ Head Cover
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At ILC we’ve heard your comments regarding the

need for the increased protection provided by

PAPRs, as well as your concerns over the

“intimidating appearance” of traditional

head covers. In response to your input

ILC introduces the BioShield™ Head

Cover - a new line of aesthetically

pleasing head covers specifically

designed for health care profes-

sionals.

Improved safety never looked
so good!

Patient friendly with its warm,

colorful print pattern

Wide field of vision

Unique black fabric chin panel

eliminates visor glare making charts

and instruments easy to read

Latex free material eliminates

potential for allergic reactions

Tailored head cover design permits

stethoscope use while wearing

One size-fits-all, no need to

stock multiple sizes

PAPRs protection eliminates need

to conduct annual fit testing

associated with N95 respirators

Sentinel XL™ HP Blower
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We’ve listened to your input concerning the need to make
PAPRs more patient friendly…

The new printed head
cover offers the superior
protection afforded by
PAPRs while incorporating
colorful prints developed
to blend comfortably into
a warm, patient-friendly
health care environment.
The BioShield™ head
cover also incorporates
a unique printed interior
chin panel that significant-
ly reduces glare on the
visor, making charts and
instruments easy to read.
With the continual stream
of filtered air, the Sentinel
XL™ HP virtually elimi-
nates the heat build up
and breathing resistance
associated with N95
respirators.

ILC Dover

ILC Dover has been “creating what’s next” for over 60 years.

To “create what’s next” ILC Dover listens to its customers. Our skilled engineering
staff, building on years of experience with NASA, military, and commercial
customers, translates those needs into high performance products. Sentinel
XL™CBRN and XL™ HP systems are a result of this process. We look forward
to hearing from you so we can continue to “create what’s next”.

Benefits of the Sentinel XL™ HP

•Keeps you comfortable with the constant flow of filtered air

•Dramatically improves your protection over N95 respirators

•Virtually eliminates breathing resistance

•Rapidly donned with our Quick-Loc™ Belt

Click-n-Pull – no other adjustments
necessary

Accommodates up to a size 55” waist

Readily wiped clean using standard
disinfectants

Quick-Loc™ attachment/release is
quick and simple

Low friction surface simplifies belt
adjustment

Quick-Loc™ Waist Belt
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